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The brain signature concept aims to characterize brain regions most strongly associated with an outcome of interest. Brain signatures

derive their power from data-driven searches that select features based solely on performance metrics of prediction or classification.

This approach has important potential to delineate biologically relevant brain substrates for prediction or classification of future tra-

jectories. Recent work has used exploratory voxel-wise or atlas-based searches, with some using machine learning techniques to define

salient features. These have shown undoubted usefulness, but two issues remain. The preponderance of recent work has been aimed

at categorical rather than continuous outcomes, and it is rare for non-atlas reliant voxel-based signatures to be reported that would

be useful for modelling and hypothesis testing. We describe a cross-validated signature region model for structural brain components

associated with baseline and longitudinal episodic memory across cognitively heterogeneous populations including normal, mild im-

pairment and dementia. We used three non-overlapping cohorts of older participants: from the UC Davis Aging and Diversity cohort

(n = 255; mean age 75.3±7.1 years; 128 cognitively normal, 97 mild cognitive impairment, 30 demented and seven unclassified);

from Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI) 1 (n = 379; mean age 75.1±7.2; 82 cognitively normal, 176 mild cognitive

impairment, 121 Alzheimer’s dementia); and from ADNI2/GO (n = 680; mean age 72.5±7.1; 220 cognitively normal, 381 mild cog-

nitive impairment and 79 Alzheimer’s dementia). We used voxel-wise regression analysis, correcting for multiple comparisons, to gen-

erate an array of regional masks corresponding to different association strength levels of cortical grey matter with baseline memory

and brain atrophy with memory change. Cognitive measures were episodic memory using Spanish and English Neuropsychological

Assessment Scales instruments for UC Davis and ADNI-Mem for ADNI 1 and ADNI2/GO. Performance metric was the adjusted R2

coefficient of determination of each model explaining outcomes in two cohorts other than where it was computed. We compared

within-cohort performances of signature models against each other and against other recent signature models of episodic memory.

Findings were: (i) two independently generated signature region of interest models performed similarly in a third separate cohort; (ii) a

signature region of interest generated in one imaging cohort replicated its performance level when explaining cognitive outcomes in

each of other, separate cohorts; and (iii) this approach better explained baseline and longitudinal memory than other recent theory-

driven and data-driven models. This suggests our approach can generate signatures that may be easily and robustly applied for model-

ling and hypothesis testing in mixed cognition cohorts.
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Introduction
This paper lays out a method for quantifying structural

brain components associated with baseline and longitudinal

episodic memory. We focus on this cognitive domain be-

cause episodic memory change is a key marker both of age-

ing and incipient Alzheimer’s disease.1 However, measuring

direct associations between brain structure and episodic

memory is not completely straightforward because memory

relies on a variety of cognitive processes and brain circuits.2

Medial temporal structures (entorhinal, perirhinal and para-

hippocampal cortices and hippocampus) are known to be

associated with cross-sectional episodic memory.3

Longitudinal measurements of memory and brain change

may show stronger associations than do baseline measure-

ments.4 For example, Murphy et al.5 found that 6-month at-

rophy rates in medial temporal structures were associated

with episodic memory decline. Previous work from our

group has demonstrated that hippocampal volume is associ-

ated with cross-sectional episodic memory6 and that memory

change is associated with global grey matter atrophy and in-

crementally with temporal lobe grey matter atrophy.7

Analyses of brain resources associated with episodic mem-

ory baseline and change have frequently used theory-driven

lists comprising prespecified structures, such as medial tem-

poral, precuneus and global cortical grey volumes, yielding

models of undoubted explanatory power.8-10 However, re-

cent work has also examined signature region of interest

approaches for computing brain features associated with

various outcomes, free of prior suppositions. The signature

approach encompasses exploratory, data-driven methods for

selecting brain features that are strongly associated with out-

comes, either from a high dimensional space such as brain

voxel locations, or from a lower dimensional space such as a

list of regions of interest.11 Feature selection techniques in-

clude machine learning,11 voxel aggregation into signature

regions12,13 and systematic testing and selection from a list

of regions of interest.14-16 Efforts differ by their goals of sig-

natures for classification into discrete categories or predict-

ing continuous outcomes. Machine learning techniques like

support vector machines (SVM)17 that are designed to learn

discriminative predictors of binary outcomes,18 have been

applied e.g. to binary classification of diagnosis19 or cogni-

tive decline.20,21 For brain signatures of continuous out-

comes, relevant vector regression (RVR) has been applied to

predict continuous variables such as cognitive test scores22-24

or brain age.25,26

Among recent signature approaches, few to our know-

ledge have used voxel-based exploratory methods to com-

pute and report signature regions not associated with

collections of atlas-based components. This approach has

the potential to delineate ‘non-standard’ (i.e. not-conforming

to prespecified atlas parcellations) regions most associated

with outcomes of interest. Such regions may more accurately

reflect relevant brain architecture. Furthermore, they are eas-

ily computed as masks in a brain template space; if shown

to be robustly applicable in a range of cohorts, they could

be widely useful for model building and hypothesis testing.

One voxel-aggregation model is the Dickerson-Bakkour sig-

nature of very early Alzheimer’s disease,12,13 but when

examined as a marker for episodic memory27 the signature

was implemented by eight regions of interest from the

Freesurfer atlas.28 A machine learning study used RVR to

generate voxel-based weight maps predicting memory de-

cline24 in a cognitively normal cohort of two groups sepa-

rated by amyloid-b positivity; again, though, this work

reported regional results as percentages of standard atlas

regions covered by the weight maps. Another relevant study

was not based on machine-learning or voxel aggregation, in-

stead systematically searching the FreeSurfer atlas28 to find

brain regions most associated with memory subtasks and to

episodic memory itself.15 They reported only the effect sizes

and P-values for associations of individual regions of interest

with a latent episodic memory variable.

This paper aims to implement a signature approach to

continuous episodic memory that is ‘performant’ (explaining

a near optimal amount of outcome variance from the fea-

tures available, and therefore useful in models of cognition);

‘informative’ (delineating brain regions that provide insights

into brain relation with memory); and ‘economical’, contain-

ing relatively few components that are easily generated. We

aim to fill a gap in the burgeoning literature of
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computational efforts to delineate brain-cognition relations.

We outline a unified algorithmic voxel-aggregation approach

for brain signature region of interest models of baseline and

longitudinal episodic memory outcomes that is designed to

be applicable in cohorts of older participants encompassing

the range of cognitive diagnosis from normal to demented.

We then test the hypothesis that (i) this approach will better

explain baseline and longitudinal memory than theory-

driven ‘standard’ models based on pre-selected regions and

it will perform at least as well as other data-driven models

based on sophisticated feature selection such as the recent

works cited. Like machine-learning approaches, voxel aggre-

gation entails ‘learning’ a signature meta-region of interest

from a particular ‘training’ cohort, requiring validation in in-

dependent cohorts to demonstrate that it can robustly gener-

alize. Therefore, we also hypothesize that (ii) a signature

region of interest generated in one imaging cohort will repli-

cate its performance level of R2 association when explaining

cognitive outcomes in other, separate cohorts. Finally, two

independently generated signature region of interest models

will perform similarly (i.e. reproducibly) in a third separate

cohort.

Materials and methods

Imaging cohorts

We used three imaging cohorts of older adults: (i) 255 partici-

pants from the UC Davis Aging and Diversity Cohort (ADC)

with MRI acquired on a 1.5 T scanner; (ii) 379 participants

drawn from Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative

(ADNI) database (adni.loni.usc.edu) ADNI 1 with 1.5 T imag-

ing; and (iii) 680 participants from ADNI GO/ADNI2 database

with 3 T MRI scans. To ensure validity of cross-validation, all

cohorts were non-overlapping. Each cohort included individuals

with normal cognition, mild cognitive impairment (MCI), and

dementia. All subjects had cognitive evaluations for at least two

study visits and at least two structural MRI scans with over 1-

year interscan separation (see Table 1 for participant character-

istics at baseline).

One of the aims of the ADC cohort was to explore heterogen-

eity in cognitive trajectories of ageing associated with mixed

pathologies and diverse ethno-racial identities. It consists of

1450 subjects with structural neuroimaging and cognitive assess-

ments. It is ethno-racially heterogeneous, including large

Hispanic and African American representations, recruited over a

period of 20 years from the East Bay and Sacramento regions of

Northern California.

ADNI was launched by the National Institute of Aging, the

National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering,

the Food and Drug Administration, private pharmaceutical

companies, and non-profit organizations in 2003 as a public-

private partnership. The primary goal of ADNI has been to test

whether serial MRI, PET, other biological markers, and clinical

and neuropsychological assessment can be combined to measure

the progression of MCI and early Alzheimer’s disease. The prin-

cipal investigator of ADNI is Michael Weiner, MD, VA Medical

Center and University of California, San Francisco. For current
information on ADNI, see www.adni-info.org.

Inclusion criteria for data from all our cohorts were availabil-
ity of two or more structural MRI scans separated by at least 1
year, and two or more cognitive evaluations with dates close to
those of the MRI scans.

Cognitive assessment

Cognitive measurements were Spanish and English
Neuropsychological Assessment Scales (SENAS) verbal episodic
memory29,30 for the ADC cohort and ADNI-Mem31,32 for both
ADNI cohorts. These measures assess the cognitive construct of
episodic memory for verbal information. Both use list learning
tasks, although ADNI-Mem also includes other types of mem-
ory tasks such as the Alzheimer’s Disease Assessment Scale-
Cognitive Subscale (ADAS-Cog) and Mini-Mental State
Examination (MMSE). Both are sensitive to individual differen-
ces across the full range of episodic memory performance. We
determined intercepts and slopes from memory data from
assessments performed over multiple study visits using random
effects models.

MRI data

We used baseline scans for grey matter density computations
and baseline plus latest scans for atrophy computations. MRI
acquisition parameters for ADC33 and ADNI34 have been
reported previously.

MRI image processing

MRI whole head structural scans were processed by in-house
pipelines developed in our laboratory,35 producing brain extrac-
tion, tissue segmentation including grey matter and white matter
hyperintensity quantification, followed by B-spline registration36

with an age-appropriate template structural brain image37 for
use in voxelwise analysis, as reported previously.35 All visualiza-
tion of brain image data was performed using viewer tools
developed in-house.

Grey matter density quantification

We operationalized cross-sectional brain resources for episodic
memory via grey matter density computations. Grey matter
density quantification was performed at the voxel level in each
native space image as part of our pipeline, using the DiReCT
diffeomorphism-based application38 applied to the segmented
grey matter mantle. DiReCT and the popular Freesurfer pack-
age39 each compute grey matter thickness measures. DiReCT is
‘volume-based’ (i.e. assigning grey matter density to individual
3D voxel volume locations) whereas Freesurfer is ‘surface-based’
(i.e. calculating vertex-wise distances between inner and outer
grey matter 2D surface meshes).40 Our decision to use DiReCT
in our model depended first on our need for voxelwise meas-
ures, and second on a comparison between the methods show-
ing greater statistical predictive power for age and gender for
DiReCT measures.41 Tissue segmentation input to the DiReCT
application were generated by our in-house pipeline as described
above. Native space grey matter density maps were deformed to
template space via B-spline parameters previously computed in
our pipeline.
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Longitudinal volume change
quantification

Voxel-level estimates of tissue atrophy were computed based

upon registration of a single pair of serial MRI scans—the base-
line and latest scans for each subject having interscan separation
of at least 1 year. We carried out image pair registration via an
in-house tensor-based morphometry (TBM) application designed
to enhance sensitivity to change by estimating structural edge

probabilities to minimize spurious change indications derived
from noise, as reported previously.7,42,43 Volume change, consist-
ing of tissue atrophy and CSF expansion rates, was computed at
each voxel by the log-transform of the determinant of the 3 � 3
Jacobian matrix of the TBM deformation field, which we refer to

as log-Jacobians. The log transformation produces a distribution
centred at 0 with negative values indicating atrophy and positive
values indicating expansions; when the magnitudes are small, the
log-Jacobian is roughly the percentage change at each voxel. We

used the log-Jacobian as it is quite sensitive to volume change at
the voxel level.42,43 This then enabled us to aggregate voxel clus-
ters of significant atrophy associated to outcome without re-
course to predefined regional masks, in accordance with our
exploratory approach. We normalized each subject’s log-

Jacobian map by the appropriate multiplicative factor to yield a
representation of change over a 2-year interscan interval. For
voxelwise analysis, all native-space log-Jacobian maps were
deformed to template space.

Data analysis

Our data analysis consisted of voxelwise and region of interest-
based analyses, all conducted in the template space.

The signature region of interest model computation

We developed signature regions of interest based upon t-values of
voxelwise regressions for brain characteristics (grey matter density

at baseline, log-Jacobians for atrophy rates) predicting episodic
memory outcomes (baseline and longitudinal change). This con-
sisted of three steps, illustrated in Fig. 1 and described in more de-
tail below: (i) regression voxelwise t-maps; (ii) array of disjoint
cluster maps of significant associations indexed by bins corre-

sponding to discrete levels of t-association values; and (iii)
assembled signature region of interest models of episodic memory.

Regression t-maps

Our first step was to generate a t-map derived from the associ-

ation of cognitive outcome to brain parameters at each relevant

voxel (grey matter mask for baseline, brain tissue mask for lon-

gitudinal). We performed multivariate regressions of episodic

memory on single voxel measures (i.e. grey matter density for

baseline and log-Jacobian atrophy rate for longitudinal) co-vary-

ing for participant age, education and gender. Future work to

achieve full models of brain resources supporting memory will

need to include other brain measures such as white matter

integrity.

T-value signature association regions of interest

To correct for multiple comparisons over the large number of

voxels and aggregate the voxels of brain associations into sig-

nificant clusters, we performed non-parametric t-value cluster

significance computations44 separately for t-values in distinct

bins of width 1 over a range of values, from t = 3 to 8 for base-

line and somewhat higher for longitudinal tests. The bin size

width of 1 is a parameter of convenience. We tested bin widths

of 0.5 and found little difference in outcomes (data not shown).

For the range of t-level bins, the maximum was the highest t-

value at which a significant cluster size could be found. The

minimum was based on an assessment that for 100 + df (all

cohorts had more than 100 participants) the critical t-value

(P50.001) was �3. We used this minimum value for baseline

models. In longitudinal models, t-values were shifted higher and

we judged that the clusters at level 3 were too broad and did

not add much power to the regression models. In that setting

our lowest t-value was 4.

The t-value significant clusters are computed from tests of the

null hypothesis of no relation between outcome and individual

voxel brain measures. If the null hypothesis is true, then permut-

ing the association between brain image and cognitive outcome

should generate maximal associated cluster sizes of voxels simi-

lar to those of the actual regressions when aggregated over the

image.44 To compute these significant clusters, we performed

10 000 iterations, randomly permuting cognitive outcomes

under the assumption of a null association. We retained clusters

from the original regressions whose size was in the top fifth per-

centile of the size distribution. In practice, most regions of inter-

est were in the highest 0.1%. The resulting t-value significant

Table 1 Demographic profiles of the three cohorts

n Age, years Gender Education, years Race/ethnicity Clinical diagnosis

ADC 255 75.3 (7.1) M = 104

F = 151

13.2 (4.5) Asian 8

Hispanic 70

African American 61

White 116

CN 128

MCI 97

Demented 30

Not classified 7

ADNI 1 379 75.1 (7.2) M = 217

F = 162

15.5 (3.0) Hispanic/Latino 7

Not H/L 368

Not classified 4

CN 82

Late MCI 176

AD 121

ADNI2/GO 680 72.5 (7.1) M = 359

F = 321

16.4 (2.6) Hispanic/Latino 21

Not H/L 654

Not classified 5

CN 220

Early MCI 249

Late MCI 132

AD 79

Data are presented as means (standard deviation, SD). AD = Alzheimer’s disease; CN = cognitively normal.
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clusters formed our array of signature regions of interest
(TsROIs) indexed by strength of association to outcome.

Signature region of interest models of outcome

For our final regression model, the TsROI means of grey matter
density (for baseline) or log-Jacobian (for longitudinal) were

inserted as independent variables into a regression predicting
cognition, controlling for age, gender and education. Thus, each
TsROI was a separate predictor in the model of cognitive out-
come (Equation 1). To avoid bias, the TsROIs generated in one
cohort were applied to generate means in each of the other two
cohorts.

Figure 1 Steps leading to TsROIs. (A) Illustration of three steps in the signature region of interest approach. (i) Generation of raw t-map

associations between voxel predictors and episodic memory; (ii) generation of significant t-level association cluster masks (TsROIs); (iii) assembly

of TsROIs into a combined map for visual and global similarity metric comparisons. (B) Sequence of analyses associated with each step. Top row:

Sequence of steps from A. Bottom row: Associated analyses.
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Model performance evaluation

We tested our final regression models for consistency and opti-
mality, using a cross-validation design. Model performance was
measured by the adjusted R2 coefficient of determination that
penalizes the fit score according to the number of independent
variables. Each array of TsROIs generated in cohort A (e.g.
ADC) was used to sample brain means in cohorts B (e.g.
ADNI1) and C (e.g. ADNI2/GO). We will refer to the TsROIs
generated in A as ‘eligible’ for cohorts B and C. Our final re-
gression model thus had the form:

Cognition � TsROI1 þ TsROI2 þ � � � þ TsROIN (1)

controlling for age, gender and education, where cognition and
brain voxel means were sampled in a given cohort (e.g. B or C)
using TsROIs generated in an eligible cohort (e.g. A). Cognition
refers to episodic memory intercept at baseline or episodic mem-
ory slope for longitudinal models, and each TsROI samples grey
matter density mean (baseline) or log-Jacobian mean (longitu-
dinal). The TsROIs were separately generated for baseline
grey matter and longitudinal log-Jacobian data. The effect size
b-estimates are computed in each target cohort rather than
being predetermined, in order to accommodate image data vari-
ability between cohorts.

Similarity and consistency

We tested the similarity and consistency of our models using
three criteria. First, we used a numerical similarity metric, eta2

to evaluate the similarity or closeness of the raw t-maps gener-
ated in all three cohorts for baseline and longitudinal regres-
sions. The value is 1 for maps that are identical. Use of this
similarity metric is relevant because the t-maps were the starting
point to generate the final model via computation of the
TsROIs. The eta2 metric has been used previously to evaluate
image association map similarity45,46 and is preferable to the
cross-correlation as a voxel-based metric because the latter is in-
sensitive to global differences in magnitude. Thus, unlike the
cross-correlation, the eta2 metric is lower if there are systematic
magnitude differences in the t-maps, which are important for
indicating strengths of regression association. Second, we com-
pared the aggregate of all TsROIs generated from separate
cohorts using Dice scores.47 Next, for model performance we
evaluated ‘replicability’, meaning that a single eligible TsROI
model should perform comparably in different cohorts (i.e. rep-
licate the results) according to the coefficient of determination
(R2) measure of the cognitive variance it explains. And finally,
we examined ‘reproducibility’, meaning that two eligible TsROI
models should perform similarly by the adjusted R2 measure
when applied to a third cohort.

Comparing TsROI signature with
other model performances

We compared the TsROI models eligible in a given cohort with
other models for predicting episodic memory in that cohort. For
comprehensive tests, we used representative models from the-
ory-driven as well as data-driven approaches. For baseline mem-
ory, the comparisons were a theory-driven model involving
hippocampal atrophy,48 and three data-driven models: first,

based on the cortical Alzheimer’s disease signature27; second,
based on an approach selecting regions of interest from the
Freesurfer atlas that had significant effects on baseline episodic
memory when tested individually15; and third, a search for
regions of interest whose cortical thickness or volume measures
best yield an Alzheimer’s disease classification signature.14

Although surface-based Freesurfer thickness measures were used
in two of the comparison models,15,27 they do not generate the
voxelwise grey matter measures used in our model. We sought
comparisons of regional effectiveness using the same grey matter
measures for all models. This and earlier findings that DiReCT
is more reliable14 and more strongly predictive41 with the same
underlying regions of interest, conditioned our decision to use
DiReCT when evaluating the comparison models. For longitu-
dinal memory change our theory-driven comparison was tem-
poral grey matter atrophy rates7; the data-driven comparison
was an RVR approach to explaining longitudinal cognitive de-
cline.24 All of these sources, including those that were explicitly
voxel-based, listed standard atlas component regions of interest
associated with their models. We implemented each model in
our datasets using corresponding elements of the Mindboggle
atlas (https://mindboggle.info/), which is a second generation
version of the Desikan-Killiany-Tourville atlas of grey matter
parcellation.49,50 Most selection choices were unambiguous. For
the model of Epelbaum et al.,15 however, their aim was to delin-
eate cortical regions associated with three component subscores
of the Free and Cued Selective Reminding Test. Episodic mem-
ory itself was modelled using a latent class approach. To obtain
an implementation for comparison with our signature models,
we incorporated grey matter region of interest elements whose
single association with episodic memory was reported by
Epelbaum et al.15 to have false discovery rate (FDR)-corrected
P-values 5 0.05. For the RVR model predicting episodic mem-
ory decline,24 the voxel-based grey matter locations were not
available, but a list was provided of component brain areas hav-
ing the highest percentage overlap with the regions of that study
and we used this list for our model implementation. All com-
parison models were implemented as the union of their compo-
nent brain areas, yielding a single index as the average brain
measure computed over this union. This follows the approach
explicitly stated in some of the references.14,24,27

Data availability

Derived data supporting the findings of this study, and resulting
signature region of interest masks, are available from the corre-
sponding author upon reasonable request.

Results

Demographic profiles

Participant characteristics of our three cohorts are displayed

in Table 1. With respect to sex distributions, ADC was dif-

ferent (P5 0.05) than both ADNI cohorts, but the two

ADNI cohorts did not differ. For age, ADC and ADNI 1

participants were older than ADNI GO/ADNI 2 (P5 0.01)

but ADC and ADNI 1 were not different. For years of edu-

cation, ADC had less than ADNI 1 (P5 0.01) and ADNI2/
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GO (P5 0.01), while ADNI 1 was less than ADNI2/GO

(P5 0.01). The ADC cohort exhibited a wide racial/ethnic

diversity, with the largest group being European ancestry

(45.4%) but sizeable representations of Hispanic (27.5%)

and African American (23.9%) groups. ADNI cohorts were

predominantly white (https://adni.ucsd.edu/perl/intra/psi/

Rreports/adni/adnidsum.rnw).

All three datasets had sizable representations of clinical

diagnoses from clinically normal to MCI to dementia. The

ADC cohort had a higher percentage of cognitively normal

than either ADNI cohort (P50.01 in both cases), but the

ADNI cohorts did not differ in proportions of normal partic-

ipants. ADC had a smaller fraction of MCI than either of

the ADNI cohorts (P50.01 for both comparisons) but the

ADNI cohorts did not differ in MCI. Finally, the proportion

of ADC participants with dementia did not differ from

ADNI2/GO Alzheimer’s disease, but both differed from that

for ADNI 1 Alzheimer’s disease (P5 0.01). Thus, the ADC

cohort had the greatest proportion of cognitively normal

and ADNI 1 the greatest proportion of demented subjects.

The ADNI cohort diagnoses are principally in the

Alzheimer’s spectrum, whereas the ADC demented category

encompassed vascular as well as Alzheimer’s disease demen-

tias. ADNI specifies two levels of MCI (early and late MCI)

and Alzheimer’s disease dementia, whereas ADC partici-

pants were classified simply as MCI or demented, without

reference to Alzheimer’s disease. For the purposes of com-

parisons in these results, we combined early and late MCI

into a single MCI category for the ADNI cohorts.

Similarity evaluations of the
signature regions of interest

T-map eta2 similarity across cohorts

As previously described, our approach starts with generating

raw t-maps of voxel associations with episodic memory

composite scores in each cohort. This includes grey matter

density measures associated to baseline memory scores

(ADNI-Mem or ADC SENAS verbal) or tissue log-Jacobian

atrophy rates associated with longitudinal memory change.

Results for t-map similarity measures are presented in

Table 2.

The eta2 similarity measures were higher for t-maps of

longitudinal associations, but both sets of pairwise measures

were high. For example, the baseline measurements were

higher than the eta2 similarity ranges (0.57–0.65) reported

by Bakkour et al.46 showing that four independently gener-

ated Alzheimer’s disease signature grey matter atrophy maps

were ‘reasonably similar’. And the longitudinal similarity

coefficients were close to or exceeded those reported for

maps that were reported as ‘very similar’ (0.92) in the same

reference. Pairwise Dice scores are reported in Table 2 for

the union masks of all signature models against each other

and the comparison model masks. All of the TsROI longitu-

dinal models had high Dice similarities that were also much

higher than similarities with the Caballero model mask. For

baseline, the two ADNI TsROI models had a high Dice simi-

larity but the ADC similarity with each of them was lower.

Similarity of combined TsROI arrays from each

cohort

Combined cluster maps for baseline and longitudinal associ-

ations are presented in Fig. 2. Overall configurations show

good visual similarity across cohorts, with greater similarity

seen among the longitudinal maximal cluster maps than for

baseline. Baseline associations of grey matter density with

memory (Fig. 2A) exhibit highest strengths in medial tem-

poral areas including entorhinal cortex and hippocampus

(orange to yellow colours), with some involvement of lateral

and posterior temporal regions and substantial portions of

the caudate (the latter regions are not shown). Baseline t-val-

ues generated in all cohorts ranged from 3 to 8.

Longitudinal associations (Fig. 2B) of cognitive change to at-

rophy rates were also heavily represented in temporal lobe

regions including white matter, but in addition more dorsal-

ly in portions of the corpus callosum including the splenium;

the thalamus; and extensive white matter regions parallel to

the lateral ventricles. Interestingly, the hippocampus was not

well represented in maps of longitudinal associations.

Longitudinal t-values ranged from a minimum t-level of 4 in

all cohorts to a maximum of 10 in ADC, 12 for ADNI 1

and 17 for ADNI GO2, which was a much larger dataset.

Colours are not to the same scale across cohorts due to dif-

ferent ranges of t-thresholds in each cohort.

Model performance measures

We present results for performance evaluations of our signa-

ture regions of interest in models explaining episodic mem-

ory. We use the adjusted R2 measure of regression model fit

to evaluate how much memory variance is explained by grey

matter density measured in our signature regions of interest.

As outlined above, we tested replicability (whether a model

using signature regions of interest developed in cohort A will

replicate its performance in cohorts B and C) and reproduci-

bility (whether signature regions of interest generated in B

and C reproduce the same results in cohort A).

Summary of TsROI model results
across cohorts

As shown in Table 3, replicability (comparing R2 fits in a

row) and reproducibility (R2 fits in a column) are good to

excellent for the cohort signature region of interest models.

For context, we also evaluated the R2 fits of each model

applied in the cohort where generated (italicized diagonal

entries); these are uniformly higher than fits for other signa-

ture models, suggesting that the self-generated models may

benefit from a favourable bias in their own cohort by adapt-

ing to idiosyncratic elements present there. However, the

performance of the other models is generally close to that of

the cohorts in which the models were derived, while exceed-

ing by a larger degree the comparison standard brain models
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shown in the bottom rows. Of note is that the reproducibil-

ity and R2 fits are higher for the longitudinal (Table 3) than

for the baseline models.

Comparison with other models

Adjusted R2 fits of all models are graphed in Fig. 3. As

expected, each TsROI model performed better than the others

in its own cohort. All three models outperformed the alterna-

tives in every test cohort. Alternative comparison model eval-

uations using ‘multi-region of interest’ independent variables

are shown in Supplementary Fig. 1. Visual representations of

recent comparison model union signatures are provided in

Fig. 2C. These display widely varying extents but a common

inclusion of medial and ventral temporal regions.

Discussion

Summary of method and
performance tests

We have described and tested a method to generate signa-

ture region of interest models of brain measures for explain-

ing interindividual variance in baseline and longitudinal

change in episodic memory, among older adults across the

spectrum from normal cognition to Alzheimer’s disease. Our

method involved an algorithmic (step-by-step) approach for

computing signature regions of interest in an arbitrary co-

hort. It was followed by rigorous demonstrations of three

key performance properties. First, a single model performed

at similar levels explaining baseline or longitudinal episodic

memory in two cohorts that were separate from the one

where it was generated. Second, two such independently cre-

ated models performed similarly to one another in a third

separate cohort. Finally, signature regions of interest per-

formed better than other brain models including both data-

and theory-driven models applied in a given cohort.

Relations of signature regions of
interest to previous models

Our programme shares an exploratory data-driven approach

with several previously described signature region of interest

models.12-15,24,27,51 Some of these relied on location-wise

searches13,24,51 while the others performed searches for best-

performing average summary measures for regions in an

atlas of regions of interest.

Striking differences are seen in the performance (adjusted

R2 or amount of variance explained) by our multiple inde-

pendent predictor TsROIs compared to that of single aver-

ages over a union of regions in other models (Fig. 3). To our

knowledge, the multiple independent predictor approach has

not been previously proposed. For completeness, we also

Table 2 Pairwise similarity measures

mem ~ Grey matter density: t-map similarity (eta2)

ADC baseline ADNI 1 baseline ADNI2/GO

ADC 1 0.788 0.747

ADNI 1 1 0.816

ADNI2/GO 1

Dmem � log-Jacobian atrophy: t-map similarity (eta2)

ADC ADNI 1 ADNI2/GO

ADC 1 0.932 0.872

ADNI 1 1 0.935

ADNI2/GO 1

mem � Grey matter density: union cluster ROI similarity (Dice)

ADC ADNI 1 ADNI2/GO Epelbaum et al.15 Busovaca et al.27 Schwarz et al.14

ADC 1 0.360 0.444 0.252 0.232 0.508

ADNI 1 1 0.610 0.605 0.449 0.381

ADNI2/GO 1 0.443 0.326 0.427

Dmem � log-Jacobian atrophy: union cluster ROI similarity (Dice)

ADC ADNI 1 ADNI2/GO Caballero et al.24

ADC 1 0.765 0.709 0.151

ADNI 1 1 0.830 0.204

ADNI2/GO 1 0.193

Pairwise eta2 similarity measures for grey matter t-map associations to baseline episodic memory; pairwise eta2 similarity measures for longitudinal tissue atrophy associations witd

memory change; pairwise Dice score similarities for baseline combined (union) region of interest (ROI) models; and pairwise Dice similarities for longitudinal associations.
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computed the performances of other models when their

regions of interest are used as independent predictors, with

results close to those of our models though generally lower

(Supplementary material). That being said, prior regression

models using data-driven approaches are generally less effi-

cient, with more independent variables (Supplementary ma-

terial), suggesting our models may be more economical and

informative.

Figure 2 Visualizing the signature regions of interest. Combined t-level cluster signature maps for associations of brain measures and epi-

sodic memory composite scores. (A) Baseline associations of grey matter density to memory intercept. (B) Longitudinal associations of brain at-

rophy rates with memory change. Colour maps are on the same scale of 3–8 (red to yellow) for baseline. Longitudinally, minimum values are 4

(red) and maximum values (yellow) vary by cohort. (C) Corresponding coordinate plane slices for comparison baseline model union regions of

interest from Busovaca et al.,27 Epelbaum et al.15 and Schwarz et al.14
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In previous local approaches,13,27,51 locations were selected

using an uncorrected probability threshold for significant as-

sociation of local grey matter measures to outcome. In our

approach, voxel measures showing strong association to

memory outcome had to pass a further test of membership in

contiguous clusters all exceeding specified t-value thresholds,

computed by non-parametric correction for multiple compari-

sons on size of the clusters.44 Our aggregation step thus incor-

porated a rigorous test for significance based upon cluster size

membership that has no counterpart in the previously

described signature regions of interest.

Differences aside, it is striking that the union region of

interest masks for comparison baseline models14,15 have mod-

erate to strong Dice similarity measures with ours (Table 2),

and that those models show ‘multi-region of interest’ per-

formance generally closer to our baseline models than is the

theory-driven hippocampal model (Supplementary material).

The overlaps of all of these baseline data-driven signatures

may suggest a core set of temporal lobe and possibly poster-

ior cingulate/precuneus locations (Fig. 2A and C) underlying

memory. Data-driven signatures implemented in different

ways may therefore be converging on a consensus of brain

regions that optimally model brain association with baseline

episodic memory function. By contrast, there were lower Dice

similarities of ours versus the competing longitudinal model

even as our three longitudinal models were highly similar

(Table 2). This suggests an area needing further exploration.

Issues raised by differences in
cohorts

Of the cohorts we used to generate signature region of inter-

est models, ADC was ethno-racially diverse, whereas the

two ADNI cohorts were not. The ADNI cohorts also

focused primarily on Alzheimer’s disease pathology, whereas

the ADC also contained extensive occurrence of cerebrovas-

cular disease (white matter hyperintensities). The three

cohorts also exhibited varying age and education distribu-

tions. To account for these differences, we controlled for

age, gender and education. Combining groups having dis-

parate ethno-racial backgrounds has important advantages.

It allows identification of brain-cognition relationships that

are common across wide variations in ancestry, health, edu-

cation and social economic status. However, prior work by

our group also suggests that ethno-racial differences exist in

brain-cognition relations,9 pointing to a fruitful avenue for

future research elucidating similarities and differences.

Levels of pathophysiology associated with cognitive im-

pairment may also affect the brain-behaviour signatures.

Testing these hypotheses is beyond our current scope but

constitutes a promising area of future research based upon

our current models. We did not control for or stratify by

diagnosis as we were specifically interested in quantifying

the relationship of brain measures to cognitive outcome

along the entire range of cognitive ability. To achieve

broader variance of brain and cognitive measures for our

proof-of-concept, we included a mix of diagnoses by design.

Subcomponents of the identified regions may have differing

effects on memory for individuals with no significant cogni-

tive impairment, MCI or a dementia syndrome, suggesting

avenues for future research.

Relations to concepts of cognitive
reserve

Results of the current project have potential applications to

the concepts of cognitive reserve, brain reserve and brain

maintenance. Cognitive reserve is conceived as a factor that

Table 3 Summary of replicability and reproducibility

Baseline TsROI models across cohorts: adjusted R2 fits to episodic memory baseline

Derivation cohort Num ROIs Cross-validation: target cohorts

ADC ADNI 1 ADNI2/GO

ADC 5 0.261 0.270 0.214

ADNI 1 6 0.195 0.389 0.239

ADNI2/GO 6 0.185 0.304 0.266

Longitudinal TsROIs across cohorts: adjusted R2 fits to episodic memory change

Derivation cohort Num ROIs Cross-validation: target cohorts

ADC ADNI 1 ADNI2/GO

ADC 7 0.376 0.368 0.394

ADNI 1 9 0.334 0.403 0.406

ADNI2/GO 14 0.363 0.380 0.470

Table shows a summary of replicability (rows) and reproducibility (columns). Entries are R2 fits of each derivation cohort in appropriate regression models applied to target cohort.

Diagonal entries in bold present performance of models in cohort where derived, for comparison and context. Top: Models of baseline memory by grey matter density. Bottom:

Models of longitudinal memory change by atrophy rates. ROI = region of interest.
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Figure 3 Model performances by adjusted R2. Bar graph comparisons of adjusted R2 model performance. Top: For baseline episodic mem-

ory. Bottom: For memory change. GM = grey matter; RSq = R2.
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actively sustains cognition in the face of brain insults due to

ageing or pathology.52 It is invoked to explain discrepancies

between actual versus predicted cognition based on available

brain variables.53 Brain reserve is conceived as a ‘passive’

factor consisting of brain resources that allow some individ-

uals to maintain normal cognition for longer than

others.52,53 For example, greater cortical grey matter thick-

ness may be able to absorb more neuron loss before cogni-

tive impairment becomes measurable. Finally, brain

maintenance is the concept of minimal brain change over

time supporting minimally declining trajectories of cognitive

change.1

Our approach suggests the potential for defining more

specific models of brain reserve and brain maintenance than

are found in the standard brain models invoked in previous

publications. This is because we have found some brain

regions that are highly associated with aspects of cognitive

performance, while others are not. Therefore, the brain may

be able to tolerate more loss in some regions than in others

before global or domain-specific cognitive impairment

occurs. Our results also have the potential to sharpen cogni-

tive reserve definitions by making clearer the specific brain

regions associated with measures of cognition. For example,

the reserve-as-residual approach8,54 operationalizes cognitive

reserve as the residual of cognitive variance in a model

involving brain reserve and demographic factors. However,

the residual defining cognitive reserve might contain a mix-

ture of actual cognitive reserve with effects of unaccounted

brain reserve. To the extent that our signature model outper-

forms standard models explaining baseline episodic memory,

it could implicitly reduce the overall residual by removing

some of those brain effects, thus producing a better or

‘purer’ measure of cognitive reserve itself. A question for fu-

ture research is how residual measures of cognitive reserve

will change (and diminish) when currently unaccounted fac-

tors are identified and transferred to brain reserve using the

approach outlined here.

Limitations

The signature region of interest approach embodies import-

ant strengths with its hypothesis-free voxelwise computation

of volumetric brain regions most strongly related to cogni-

tive outcomes. This supports our aim for an accounting of

brain resources explaining more memory variance than

other models (Fig. 3). Since the signature region of interest

depends on native-to-template space deformations, however,

it is necessarily subject to the limitations of such deforma-

tions. The deformation of some brain regions to template

space is inherently noisier than others; hence our approach

may have been biased towards prioritizing regions that are

more accurately mapped (i.e. with less noise or standard de-

viation) into template space. Perhaps most salient are diffi-

culties in hippocampal matching; these might be addressed

in future modifications by using hybrid models incorporat-

ing native-space hippocampal volumes with voxelwise search

in template space.

Another concern may be that competing signature models

used measures different from ours to generate signature

regions. We tested performance using the same measures for

all; it is conceivable that using surface-based measures for

the competing models would have produced different com-

parisons. This was beyond the scope of the current project

but may make for informative future investigations.

For simplicity, we restricted our focus to brain grey matter

measures at baseline and to longitudinal tissue atrophy.

Although these explained a substantial amount of variance

in episodic memory, eventual structural models more fully

accounting for relevant brain attributes to memory should

include additional measures, such as white matter structural

integrity55,56 and structural connectivity.57 Incorporating a

broader array of brain measurements could both increase

explanatory power and help to mitigate the differences in fit

performances.

Conclusion
In conclusion, we have implemented an algorithmic ap-

proach for generating robust signature region of interest

models, identifying essential brain regions that support base-

line and longitudinal episodic memory in cognitively hetero-

geneous cohorts. These models outperformed other models

previously used, and our approach together with other re-

cent data-driven signature models may signal a convergence

towards the maximal amount of memory variance that these

brain measures can account for, providing useful biomarkers

having clinical and theoretical applications. Our approach

needs to be extended by including a more complete array of

appropriate brain measurements to more fully explain vari-

ation in cognitive performance. But given the unattainability

of a complete mapping of cognition and brain, a comprehen-

sive model will probably always need to also consider the ju-

dicious inclusion of non-brain factors. We have included

age, gender and education here. The consistent accounting

for large amounts of cognitive variance in the current models

suggests that this approach merits further development.
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